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select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. Year My cars a but its the same thing just two
years better. The only good thing is people probably can't steal it cuz nobody knows whats up
with it. This was an occasional issue. Sometimes will start without any issue. However problem
is becoming more than like an every other day problem. It will come down to the ignition parts
being replaced, which I can't afford however per the net, it is a Ford issue. Wish they would take
care of the problem. Wife is tired of listening to me gripe, rant, and yell. Update from Sep 12, :
Well had wife call dealer to see how much it would cost. Go figure. Then one day just would
NOT start. Took to mechanic. Only problem was he said it will happen again because Ford made
to much play inside the housing which causes ignition to go out. After I paid for it to be
replaced about 2 weeks later again take key in and out turn ignition several times. So my
mechanic came to my house, pulled ignition out, put duct tape inside and so far its still starting.
I believe Ford needs to come up with a solution for the housing on ignition and I should get
reimbursed for having to replace ignition!!!!! We knew shortly after we got the vehicle that you
had push in fairly hard and turn while pushing to get it to start. I would have servicemen ask me
if something was wrong with the vehicle because they couldn't start it until I explained this to
them. This afternoon was the last straw. I spent almost 2 hours trying to start it. We even tried to
jump it thinking the battery was dead. I let it sit for 20 to 30 minutes. It still wouldn't start. Then
by some miracle my fiance comes along and with one turn is able to get it start? When I am
going to work at 3 am, I don't want to have to worry if I will be able to get home because my
vehicle won't start. Update from Sep 14, : We purchased an ignition switch and replaced it. The
car is now functional enough that my Fiance can still drive it. It apparently doesn't like me.
Every time I take it to work I get stranded when it is time to go home. After he gets there to see
it, it will start right up. We still have to place slight pressure on the ignition switch while starting
the car and pull down just slightly on the key to get it to start if it doesn't right away. For most
the ignition switch will fix it. Our next step is to replace the lock housing assembly or the
ignition lock cylinder. For the time being we are leaving the covers off until we get this fixed so
we have easy access to the ignition switch. I've been a Ford man all my life and I'm not real
happy at this point. Can use car for a few days with no problems but than when I try to start it, It
just clicks, starter doesn't turn. Nothing wrong with battery. Let car sit over night and it starts
fine, works OK for couple of days and repeats. Sometimes just wait an hour and it starts but
sometimes doesn't. Use to you could jump past started solenoid but can't even locate it on this
engine. Very frustrated. I have the Ford Escape, I noticed about a month ago that the only way I
could start the car was to push the key in really hard. At first, it would start after one hard push
but gradually it got worse. It got to the point to where I would be somewhere and it would take
me 5 or more minutes to get the car to start. Well, 5 days ago I tried for 2 hours to start it and it
wouldn't do nothing, no matter how hard I pushed the key in or how many times it would not
start. I had to have it towed to a mechanic and I still do not have my car back. He said he has
had to take the steering column all apart and that there is a part inside that is just completely
worn out. He is trying to find the part so that it can be replaced. I have no idea how much this is
going to cost, but I think Ford should do a recall on this issue because I am not the only one
that has had this issue. Notice that I had to push the ignition switch in harder and harder than
one day it wouldn't start, had to get truck towed to shop where they called and said the ignition
switch was bad. To solve your starting cranking problem for the Ford Escape Remove the
ignition cylinder assembly plenty of videos on YouTube on how to do that. Remove the service
cap of the cylinder. You can pry it with a small screwdriver. Place your car key in the cylinder.
Remove the retaining ring on the other side. Slowly remove inside sub assembly together with
key out of the cylinder housing assembly. Do not remove key from sub assembly as the

tumblers and springs will jump out that would be a real headache. As shown on the pictures file
about 2 to 3 mm off the "turning stop" so that the sub assembly can turn a few more degrees in
the housing assembly. Re-install sub assembly into housing. Attach the retaining ring and
re-install the service cap and clamp it. Re-install ignition cylinder assembly onto your car and
your starting problems are over. Good luck. Driving my husband's 07 Escape puts him in an
inconvenient position for him to get to work, was considering the new body style Escape, now I
don't know???????? The ignition switch on my Ford Escape randomly turns over -- apparently
when it feels like it. I have tried reinserting the key and jamming it as deep as I can and
sometimes it works; sometimes it doesn't. There does not appear to be any problem with the
battery because as soon as it does turn over it starts immediately without any hesitation from
the battery. It appears I'm not the only one who has this problem. Is there a recall on this issue?
I'm a single woman -- what if I need to start my car immediately and it won't turn over? This
could pose security risks I don't even want to think about. Have a Escape that we like,
BUT-most recent problem serious -and a safety issue-Enough that have contacted Ford and
they have responded and are doing a review of situation both at Ford and my Dealership where
have purchased many vehicles-all new; might add also very good service department and
co-operative in past. Issue--in the last two months or so 0n four different occasions vehicle
went into a loss of power steering while on roadways -and last time just two days back when
driving into my park space at work-and a co-worker saw the occurrence. In same issue the
ignition has over the past year gotten more loose--to the point won't connect-start- unless push
in real hard- also battery failed-three days back on Sunday-sent my wife up to Hammonton -a
Advance Auto -they checked it and said battery tested fine- I had only put a short charge on it
-and of course the 15 mile ride to Advance Dealerships closed on Sunday-and I did not need
battery failure in addition to the messed up ignition-loose. On last service a month back or so
Dealership service dept. I await Ford. Will return to Auto Beef with results--it is a great place for
folks to check on people having same problems--and let there be no doubt about it -you are not
the only one having a similar problem--those that worth writing about are happening to more
than just you. Thanks for way to share this problem--it might help others to know that one
problem can also create others -in their computer type vehicles today. My cars ignition has
been fixed 3 times already, and it is going out again. Doesn't this fall into the lemon law issues
when it comes to fixing a new car. My car only had 4 miles on it when I bought it. Come on ford,
I am needing a running car, not just a car that sits in the yard. As a "Mom" that hauls children
around quite a bit plus I take elderly people to appointments, I purchased a "Ford" escape
thinking that Ford was the "Best" in Texas! Boy was I wrong. The key switch is hard to start and
I have to push it in and wiggle it to make the car start. I have already had it replaced one time.
What is up with Ford. Do I need to trade it in for a Chevy? Angry Mom. The thing is its December
and i'm having the same problem again. There should be a recall on this vehicle. My wifes Ford
Escape will not start. I do not think it is the battery, but I am not sure. It sounds like it starts to
trun over, but instantly stops and gives a brief clicking sound. Also, it will not come out of park
now. I am at the end of my limited mechanical knowledge. Please help if you can. This is down
right ridiculous. So much for having a new micro truck!!!! I bought this vehicle in June '07 and
everything mentioned above started as early as 4 months from purchase!!!!! My older previous
cars had way less problems than this new one, and 4 of them were at least 12 years old. I do
love the road handling of this truck and it's size for me. But I do not think I will ever buy another
new one. I am disabled and don't need this headache from a new vehicle. It would have to be at
least years old and have owner reviews to look into before making a decision. The key had to be
pushed in very hard then turned. It would take at least 5 tries to get the ignition switch to start
the engine. I believe the "housing" that was replaced this May , is the reason for the ignition
switch to have gone bad in Oct If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Ford dealer.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Helpful websites Escape Ignition Problem - Video shows filing to allow key to turn further,
enabling easier start. Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment
Disabled Add Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for
something else:. A new body and interior may keep the Ford Escape fresh for a little while
longer, but its driving dynamics are stale compared to newer rivals in the small SUV class. Ever
since its introduction seven years ago, the Ford Escape has been a winner for the company and
has often ranked as the best-selling compact SUV in America. For , the Escape has received a
"top-half" revamping, meaning the exterior and interior got a complete makeover, while the
mechanical components remain mostly unchanged. When it debuted, the Escape was one of
those "we got it right the first time" vehicles. Ford's small car-based SUV was roomy for four,
fun to drive thanks to chassis co-development with Mazda and peppy thanks to its sprightly V6.

In light of this success and its challenged financial situation, Ford evidently hoped that giving
the Escape a tougher look and a nicer cabin for would be enough to keep the entry-level SUV
competitive. With its bolder grill, taller beltline, higher hood and Edge-inspired headlights, the
Escape is a handsome little rig. More functional changes were made to the Escape's cabin,
including the first use of recycled materials for a vehicle's upholstery, a multifunction display at
the top center of the dash and cool blue instrument lighting. To promote a quieter cabin, the
Escape features an acoustic laminate within the windshield and new carpeting that's much
thicker than before. Unfortunately, we've found that attractive as the Ford Escape seems
initially, it falls down in a few key areas when compared to more modern rivals. The Escape's
available horsepower V6, although generally energetic, has its efforts blunted by an aged
four-speed automatic transmission. The end result is a double-whammy of merely adequate
acceleration zero to 60 mph in 10 seconds and mediocre fuel economy. Almost all its
competitors now have five- or even six-speed units that do a better job of keeping their engines
on their toes while returning higher fuel mileage. The quicker sport-utes in this class dash to 60
mph in less than 8 seconds. A more serious disappointment concerns the Escape's braking. For
some reason, Ford fitted the Escape with rear drum brakes it formerly had discs all around and
braking performance suffers. Our testing resulted in a best stop from 60 mph taking feet, a
decidedly poor showing for an ABS-equipped vehicle. Shoppers in the small SUV segment
should know that although the Escape has been a favorite of ours for many years, this year's
mostly cosmetic changes aren't enough to keep it in this fast-moving game. In short, Ford's
compact SUV has been eclipsed by recently revamped and more competent rivals. The XLS
comes with air-conditioning, keyless entry, full power accessories, a CD player and an auxiliary
input jack. The XLT adds inch alloy wheels, privacy glass, automatic headlights, foglights, a
power driver seat, upgraded cloth upholstery and cruise control. The top-of-the-line Escape
Limited includes color-keyed grille and side mirrors, leather seating and an auto-dimming
rearview mirror. Options include a moonroof, an upgraded watt audio system with a subwoofer
and a DVD-based navigation system. For the Limited only, you can get a chrome accent
package as well as a luxury package, which includes heated front seats, dual-zone automatic
climate control and reverse parking sensors. All trim levels of the Ford Escape can be had with
either front- or all-wheel drive. The V6 is optional on the XLT. The 2. The V6 comes only with the
automatic transmission. Properly equipped, the V6 Escape can tow up to 3, pounds. A V6
Escape isn't exactly slow, but its second mph time puts it at the back of the pack, bested by
many rivals, a few of which are powered only by four-cylinders. In addition, throttle tip-in can be
abrupt, requiring a concerted effort to enact a smooth takeoff. Antilock brakes, a tire-pressure
monitor, traction control, stability control, front-seat side airbags and full-length head curtain
airbags with a rollover sensor are all standard on the Ford Escape. A reverse-sensing parking
system is optional on the Limited. Safety scores have not been published as of this writing but
we expect them to be similar to those of the '07 model. A new electric power steering system in
the '08 Escape delivers surprisingly good road feel and response. Handling is respectable, with
the SUV remaining flat through corners and composed in quick transitions. Sadly, the ride
quality is more trucklike than carlike. Although the Ford Escape's suspension absorbs larger
bumps without drama, smaller road imperfections can make the small SUV feel busy.
Impressive fit and finish is evident in the Ford Escape's cabin. A center console box big enough
to swallow a laptop also features removable bins that can be attached to the front passenger
side and rear of the console. Piano black accents lend an upscale ambience. Folding that seat
down is a bit of a chore, too, as the headrests must be removed and the bottom cushions tipped
forward before the seatbacks can be flipped down. Cargo space stands at 29 cubic feet behind
the second row and 66 cubes with the second row folded down. By Ford's accounting, over 1
million Escapes and recent Escape Hybrids have been sold since the vehicle's introduction in
November That's a big number no matter how you slice it, and it seems to indicate people like
the Ford Escape just the way it is despite no substantive changes for the past six years. But
sales are dipping slightly and it's time for a refresh of the Escape's look and packaging. With
the redesigned Ford Escape, Ford has married its corporate truck face with the Escape's
palatable price and practicality. Some industry people call this type of revision a "top-half"
update, or, in other words, just about everything above the floor-to-body pinch weld is new or
redesigned. The engines, drivelines excluding the hybrid and wheelbase are carry-overs from
the models which are being highly incentive-ized to make room for the '08 Escapes that will be
on dealer lots by April. Something old There are two engines available: Either a 2. Either engine
runs on octane fuel and may be paired with front- or all-wheel drive. A five-speed manual is a
four-cylinder exclusive, otherwise, an old-school four-speed automatic manages gearchanges
predictably. We did come across a few occasions where we'd wished for an extra ratio or two to
better suit the driving situations we encountered. Our instrumented testing also revealed a few

soft spots in the acceleration curve when the engine fell out of its peak-rpm performance where
a five- or six-speed would've kept it on the boil. And what's with the steep throttle tip-in we keep
experiencing in many new vehicles? As with those, it's difficult to move gently away from a stop
in the Escape without an initial jerk of acceleration despite a soft touch of the gas pedal.
Something slow and thirsty A leisurely second run to 60 mph and second quarter-mile
confirmed the Escape's hand-me-down mechanicals are starting to show their age and lack of
sophistication. Some newer small sport-utility vehicles easily make the same dash to 60 in the
7- and 8-second range. Even the Honda CR-V with its four-cylinder engine is quicker. We were
also unimpressed by the Escape's fuel economy. We averaged In a case of reverse evolution,
Ford has decided to reequip V6-powered Escapes with rear drum brakes instead of the discs
used on models. We can't imagine how this represents an improvement. Ford says less brake
dust and longer lining life are the result, but our testing certainly didn't show rear drums to be
an especially effective means of stopping the 3,pound vehicle. Our best stop from 60 mph
produced a horribly long foot stopping distance. The worst run was an unbelievably long feet.
Compare that to a 3,pound Toyota RAV4 with four-wheel discs and its resulting foot stop and
you see why we're questioning Ford's decision. Prioritize as you see fit. Something new With
brakes like that we applaud Ford for stepping up and making two-row curtain airbags and
first-row side airbags standard on all its Escapes. We found RSC to be so effective at quelling
potentially hazardous and fun yaw and roll rates that it limited our instrumented slalom speeds
to a highly controlled On the foot skid pad, the system was just as restrictive, limiting the
truck's performance to just 0. In most everyday driving, though, we didn't find the system overly
intrusive or even detectable. The ride, however, is coarse and choppy. Not only does the new
Escape look like a truck, it rides like one, too. It remains reasonably flat around corners, damps
out the big bumps, but remains "busy" feeling nearly all the time. Maybe Ford would've done
well to incorporate the "rides like a car" part of the new breed of crossovers. All Escapes
feature new electric-assist power steering EPS , which is easy to get wrong. Happily, Ford did
an excellent job with this aspect of the Escape's engineering. The steering doesn't feel patently
artificial or completely numb like some others we've criticized. We like how it parks and drives
with just the right amount of effort, buildup and precision each situation requires. Something
borrowed The Escape's son-of-Explorer exterior styling works well, too. While it's not going to
make any headlines in international design journals, we expect Escape buyers to be pleased
with the raised hood, higher beltline and the optional chrome package which together properly
butch up the Escape's appearance. We especially like our example's optional inch aluminum
wheels that fill up the pronounced wheel arches better than the standard inch wheels. Despite
its being a preproduction vehicle, we were very impressed with our Escape's overall fit and
finish with its tight tolerances and mirror-smooth black paint. Doors sound solid and close with
authority and we didn't hear a single squeak or rattle over the day loan. Something blue Surely a
step up from where it once was, the Escape's new interior is still a step behind other
comparable small utilities. The look is certainly more contemporary than before with an
attractive piano-black painted finish on many of the surfaces; too bad it shows the slightest
amount of dust, every fingerprint and smudge. Just don't touch it and you'll be fine. Options
include a touchscreen navigation system, Sirius Satellite Radio, a standard auxiliary audio input
jack, and a center armrest large enough to swallow a laptop. Instrument panel night lighting is a
cool blue Ford will use on other products. The carmaker has even given it its own name, "Ice
Blue," and incorporated it into the Lincoln MKR concept car that will debut at the Detroit auto
show next week. Ford is also touting its new cloth seats which are made of recycled rather than
new materials. Our Escape had optional heated leather seating, and front-seat comfort is very
good with ample side bolsters and adjustability. The rear seats are flat in comparison, however,
and lack any adjustments. Also, the task of folding those rears down is at least a three- or
four-step process that cannot be done from the cargo area as in the Toyota RAV4 or Mazda
CX-7 , for instance. When all is said and done, Ford has put a new wrapper on an old vehicle, a
well-selling old vehicle. We don't fault the automaker for the attempt, but we just can't help but
wonder if potential buyers are growing more sophisticated along with the small utilities and
crossovers the public appears to be favoring recently. If you've liked the Escape in the past,
you'll probably love the new look and added features. If, on the other hand, you'd prefer more
must-have new features packed in a quicker, more efficient and, in some cases, less expensive
package, you owe it to yourself to look around. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,

and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Escape. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Escape lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Lackluster performance, braking and fuel efficiency compared to rivals,
folding down second seat a multistep process. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See
all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Ford Escape gets a makeover
inside and out. This means new sheet metal that mimics the look of newer and recently
redesigned Ford models such as the Edge and Expedition and a more attractive and functional
cabin. Under the skin, however, the chassis and powertrain are virtually unchanged, meaning
this "redesigned" Escape has the same running gear as before. Read more. Write a review See
all reviews. Good and bad with the Escapeâ€¦. I bought my Escape 8 years ago. Only 85, miles
on it at this point. Ford engineer stumped. Put duct tape around the too-small latch pin and it
rattles no more. Automatic part of dome light quit. Replaced once, then quit again. Left it that
way. Waterpump needed replaced at 75, miles. Control arm starting to come loose at 75, miles.
Replaced battery and tires once. Now I have a small oil leak starting at 85, miles. Advised me to
continue to drive it the way it is, as the repair worth more than the car. Leak is very minimal, no
low oil between changes. Seat coverings are horrible. Water even stains them, and you can't get
the stains out. Dealer told me he has no idea how to get them out either. You be the judge. Read
less. Back in my Ford Escape was found to have a cracked transmission, leaking fluid, etc. This
fix was covered under the extended warranty I bought when I purchased the car. Shame on Ford
for doing such a subpar 'fix' job in I did try contacting Customer Service for some financial help
BTW if you call and get a 'Dylan', just hang up, he is no help. Ok let me say this many post
reviews based on the experiences in repair shops. And a bad experience with minor things.
Overall the escape is a terrific vehicle as with anything it requires maintenence and fluid
changes frequently as well as filters. I only have one negative from driving on freeways. Its the
moonroof noise. I pirchased a wind deflector hopefully it helps. Over all no problems as of yet
recently inspected. Repairs not so bad. But it adds up if your not quick to take care of problems
as soon as it rises. Play it smart. I bought my Escape used a year ago. Yes it had the faulty
transmission pump already replaced. It is definitely not the most comfortable ride on the
highway. My butt usually goes numb, but in-city driving is easy. The seat is powered on the
driver's side helping me gain some more height I'm only 5'6 making seeing over the steering
wheel difficult in large vehicles. The controls are easy to figure out and are large enough that
my monkey fingers can get control. This version does lack the Ford Sync of the newer vehicles
but still has an audio jack. In town handling is easy but at higher speeds it is a bit of a challenge
but has the stability control to help you out. See all reviews of the Used Ford Escape. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3. The
manufacturer provided Edmunds this vehicle for the purposes of evaluation. Sponsored cars
related to the Escape. Sign Up. For , Ford added a new full-time all-wheel drivetrain to the lineup
mid-model year. Also, the XLT now features folding power mirrors with integrated approach
lamps as standard, as well as a leather-wrapped steering wheel. The Eddie Bauer trim gets a
freshening with new two-tone bumpers and inch wheels, in addition to other decorative
touches. The Limited is mostly the same as last year while adding a HomeLink universal garage
door opener and power-adjustable pedals. Side curtain air bags are standard on all Explorer
trims for It integrates a voice-activated interface with portable music player connectivity. Close
this Model value: The Explorer is a traditional body-on-frame SUV, which makes it attractive to
buyers in the market for a mid-sized SUV with towing and off-road capability. Safety equipment,
including standard stability control with a rollover sensor, will appeal to the family haulers.
Another plus for those with large broods is the availability of manual- or power-folding third-row
seating. Model overview: Redesigned in , the Ford Explorer is well positioned to compete
against other truck- or car-based mid-sized SUVs. The body-on-frame construction will please
those in need of towing capacity, while the independent rear suspension and stiffer frame
enhance handling on paved surfaces. Optional third-row seating on all trim levels expands
utility for larger families. For those with the Read more Redesigned in , the Ford Explorer is well
positioned to compete against other truck- or car-based mid-sized SUVs. For those with the
occasional boat or basketball-team-sized contingent of kids or both who choose not to pop for a
large SUV, the mid-sized Explorer must be considered. The standard V6 engine produces
horsepower while the optional V8 cranks out horsepower and lb-ft of torque. The V8 is paired

with a six-speed automatic gearbox, which is a nice segment-leading plus. Options available
include a power moonroof, navigation system, and heated windshield, leather seats, keyless
entry, and Sirius satellite radio so even the XLT can be generously loaded. Close this There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle on
Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Generous standard safety equipment;
quiet cabin; good balance of around-town driving, towing, and off-road capabilities. The Limited
is mostly the same as last year Read more. Close this. The Explorer is a traditional
body-on-frame SUV, which makes it attractive to buyers in the market for a mid-sized SUV with
towing and off-road capability. Redesigned in , the Ford Explorer is well positioned to compete
against other truck- or car-based mid-sized SUVs. There's a problem loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

